
• The indirect interview method is
alone in thd v̂ ây it offers a positive
program for evaluating personality.

JVew Approach
to Executive Selection

By Arnold S. Judson

The problem of executive development has
suddenly transformed modern management into
a twentieth-ceiQtury Diogenes. In searching for
promising future executives, it has become lost
in an expensive maze of gimmicks and tests. In
its eagerness to be objective about a highly sub-
jective matter, it has overlooked a technique ad-
mirably suited to executive selection.

That technique involves an indirect approach
based on face+to-face interviews. Many man-
agements, inept and insecure in tbeir use of the
interview, have rejected it for supposedly more
"scientific" approaches. Yet it offers an ex-
tremely fruitful and practical method of evalu-
ating an individual's personal qualifications.
In this article I shall try to show how its poten-
tial can be developed to the point that it can
be relied on as a formalized method for apprais-
ing executive candidates.

Although the basic principles to be discussed
here are not original, I know of no company
otber than the Polaroid Corporation (with which
I am associated) that consciously and systemati-
cally applies them to the selection of executives
as well as other types of personnel. We have
used this indiriect interview approach for over
three years in selecting personnel ranging from
mechanics and laboratory assistants to sales,
advertising, and production division managers;
and the results are very promising. The tech-
nique seems practical, highly flexible in appli-
cation, and capable of predicting individual
strengths and weaknesses.

Current personnel practice seems to place in-
creasing emphasis on the importance of person-
ality when fitting the executive to the job. Tech-
nical competence alone can no longer be the
criterion of such a man's potential. In our
present-day society, the formal and informal so-
cial organization which comprises any business
enterprise is a highly complex structure. To
function successfully within this structure often
requires personal contact with many individuals
at a variety of organizational levels. The im-
portance and frequency of this personal con-
tact is greatly intensified when the job includes
supervisory responsibility.

An individual can rarely prevent his personal
problems from influencing his day-to-day rela-
tionsbips with others. If these problems are
severe, they not only impair his own effective-
ness but may also prove a serious threat to the
morale of the group in which he works. The
higher the individual's organizational position,
the greater is his sphere of influence. There-
fore, personahty becomes an increasingly im-
portant consideration in higher-level positions.

Appraising Personality

But how can personality be appraised, say,
in selecting a recruit for a management develop-
ment program? In the case of the candidate's
skills, aptitudes, interests, health, and intelli-
gence, it is quite true that psychological tests,
physical examinations, and reviews of past per-
formance can yield much valuable information.
But personality does not so easily lend itself to
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objective measurement. We must, in fact, give
up the idea that we can measure it in the sense
that tests measure skills and aptitudes. Instead,
we must turn to different methods — and to
different objectives.

The Indirect Interview
In contrast with tests, the indirect interview

approach is well adapted to the investigation of
personality because it affords (a) objective ob-
servation tempered by subjective evaluation and
(b) simultaneous consideration of many more
variables than is possible in any other approach
to the analysis of personality.

Personality may be regarded as the resultant
of an individual's total experiences since birth,
modified by his inherited characteristics and
tendencies. We may therefore view the indi-
vidual as a product of his total background. To
gain some insight into his personality make-up,
we must get some clue to the individual's mental
"sets" resulting from this background. These
sets will greatly influence an individual who is
facing an important decision.

A skilled interviewer concentrating on the
why's of the candidate's actions at important
turning points or crises in his life can often gain
a workable idea about the character of his men-
tal sets. In doing so, he should consider no
event in the candidate's background too un-
important to be taken into account. What seems
insignificant detail on the surface may, in ac-
tuality, be a vital clue to the candidate's real
self. The interviewer, then, should try to find
out as much as he can about the candidate's
life as perceived by the candidate.

With this information, the interviewer can
proceed to appraise the candidate's personality
against the background and specifications of the.,,
job to be filled. He can ask, "Is this man suited
to the job and the job environment?" — and
feel that he can predict the answer with rea-
sonable probability of success.

The goal of the interview itself is not ambi-
tious. Obviously, there is no intention of psycho-
analysis in 30 minutes. Rather, the aim is simply
to structure a situation where the candidate can
talk about himself freely within the limits set
by the interviewer. In the course of this kind
of interview, the candidate invariably allows
enough of his true self to "show through" any
surface veneer he may have formed to allow the
interviewer to get a sufficiently clear picture of
the personality before him.

Challenge to Interviewer
The interviewer's personality is critical to the

success of indirect interviewing. Cenuine friend-
liness and warmth are fundamental. The can-
didate is often uneasy at the prospect of having
to sell himself, but he can be made to feel at
ease if the interviewer is interested in him and
what he has to say. The greater his confidence
in the interviewer's ability to understand him,
the more freely he will express himself.

There are several physical factors which may
be helpful in this connection. For example,
there should be no barrier between interviewer
and candidate; the chairs are best placed facing
each other. Then, by leaning forward, the inter-
viewer can help to indicate his interest to the
candidate.

To establish a relaxed atmosphere and rapport
with the candidate, the interviewer must sub-
ordinate his own personality during the greater
part of the interview. His role is that of a care-
ful listener. But self-subordination makes great
demands on the interviewer. It is therefore im-
portant for him to have some insight into his
own personality — his own biases, pet interests,
and problems. Furthermore, since objectivity is
his goal, he must be able to dissociate himself
from the subject matter of the candidate's story
insofar as that is possible. It is natural for one
person to feel sympathetic toward another who
has the same interests and who may have lived
through similar experiences. But if the inter-
viewer is aware of his own reactions to what the
candidate is saying, he will be better able to
avoid the pitfalls of emotional involvement.

Stability is a great asset to the interviewer.
He should have tbe ability to remain calm if the
candidate has difficulty in expressing himself, or
if the interview takes an unexpected turn. Also,
his calmness is often reassuring to the nervous
candidate.

Keen observation, perception, and patience
coupled with a fundamental understanding of
the motivational or "dynamic" theories of per-
sonality are essential tools which the interview-
er can acquire through training and practice.
Naturally, the staff specialist has more chance
to get to feel thoroughly at home with indirect
intervieviing and thus to use it to its full poten-
tial. However, the technique also has much to
offer other members of management who inter-
view, even though they have not had such spe-
cialized experiences. Although the line execu-



tive may not get the detailed picture seen by
the specialist, jhe can still uncover information
that he wouli^ not otherwise learn. Indeed, if
he is sensitive, ihe may get a stifiiciently complete
story to arrive^ more intuitively perhaps, at the
same conclusidm as the specialist.

Operating Guides

The key to success in using the new method
lies in its indirection. The principle of indirec-
tion is familiar! to psychiatrists and psychologists,
if not to industrialists. Translated into speciflc
terms, indirection means that the interviewer
says as little as possible because the interview
is candidate-centered. Instead, he concentrates
his efforts on encouraging the candidate to spin
out his own story in his own words. Although
the candidate sees the interviewer as an in-
terested listener, the interviewer is constantly
analyzing the candidate's words, gestures, ex-
pressions, and imeanings, hoth as to content and
as to implication.

In addition, indirection means that the inter-
viewer must follow certain speciflc principles
in structuring the interview, asking questions,
and encouraging the candidate to "give."

Minimal Structuring

The indirect interview is structured (or, to
use a less precitee term, "planned") only in a gen-
eral sense. Tq get the most complete picture
possible of the candidate's history, the inter-
viewer wants l̂ im to talk about his previous em-
ployment, education, outside interests and ac-
tivities, health, marital and financial status, and
parental and family background. The candi-
date's goal, on the other hand, may be to find
out as much as he can about the job, and then
to present hinjself in the most favorable light.
It is to the interviewer's advantage to tell the
candidate no niore about the job than necessary
until his history has been thoroughly covered.
Otherwise, he will color his story to match his
conception (which may he mistaken) of what
the interviewer wants to hear.

After the initial pleasantries, a typical in-
direct interview might begin with a generalized
question such as, "Tell me, Mr. Carruthers, how
did you get interested in this position?" or
"Well, Mr. Fbwler, what brings you to the
Acme Company?" or "What interests you in this
company?" Tlje important feature of this kind
of question is its very generality. A hundred
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candidates may respond in a hundred different
ways. If the candidate happens to be disturbed
by conditions on his present job, he may begin
immediately by a reference to these feelings.
If his objectives are not well defined, he may
reveal that fact, too. In other words, the func-
tion of the generalized opening is to start the
candidate talking about himself, to get him to
say what he thinks is important, not what he
thinks the interviewer wants him to say.

Yet the entire interview should be so con-
ducted as to cover virtually all the areas of in-
terest to the interviewer. When the interviewer
feels he has sufficiently covered one of these
areas, he may bridge the gap to the next area
by another general question such as, "Well, now,
why don't you tell me a bit about your previous
work?" or "What about your family?"

Finally, once the interviewer feels that he
has enough information to make an evaluation,
he can speed the remainder of the interview by
telling the candidate about the position and the
company. For this latter part, he can arrange
what he tells the candidate according to how
much he wants the man for the job.

Although the indirect interview may appear
to be time-consuming and inefficient, the skilled
interviewer need spend only 20 to 30 minutes
on it. Needless to say, an unacceptable candi-
date may be evaluated in considerably less time
than that.

Few Direct Questions

Fundamental to the indirect interview is a
minimum of direct questioning. Questions that
tbe candidate can answer by yes or no yield
far less information than questions encourag-
ing him to give a detailed exposition. Compare
"Did you like your last job?" with "How did you
feel about your job?" Questions implying defi-
nite answers should be avoided. The question
"Have you ever designed any automatic ma-
chinery?" might better be asked in the form of
"What kind of design work have you done?"
Also, questions should not be worded so as to
suggest the interviewer's attitudes. Better than
"Have you had any experience with the union
boys?" would be "Have you had any experience
in collective bargaining?"

The more freedom the candidate has to talk
about himself as a result of not being "led" dur-
ing the talk, the greater the likelihood that he
will reveal himself as he is, not as he thinks the
interviewer wants him to appear.
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Depth Interviewing
Perhaps the most difficult problem the inter-

viewer has to tackle is seeing through the com-
plexity of human personality. What a person
says and what he feels may be quite different.
Often the difference is not intended. The can-
didate may think he is presenting an honest pic-
ture of himself, quite unaware of the true nature
of his feelings. People with troubling problems
often cover up their uneasiness with layers of
rationalization.

The interviewer's job is to find out why tbe
candidate made certain critical decisions and
how he really feels about the things of impor-
tance to him. Often, the interviewer can begin
with a generalized question such as "How did
you get interested in that?" or "How did you
feel about that?"

There may be certain things about which a
candidate feels deeply. An observant and sen-
sitive interviewer can often tell when a candi-
date is "talking around" one of these things by
his mannerisms or other physical activity (such
as vigorous puffing on a cigarette, restless shift-
ing in his chair, and so forth). The candidate
may repeat several times certain phrases or
words which relate directly to the subject of his
uneasiness. If the interviewer should wish to
explore these feelings more deeply, he may re-
peat these words or phrases in a questioning tone
or make a more general remark such as, "And
so . . . ?" or "You mean . . . ?" The candi-
date usually responds by elaborating further.

To illustrate, here is one way I have seen it
work, in a situation where the candidate is talk-
ing about his former boss:

Candidate: "I don't know what the trouble was.
Just a lot of little things every day. He rubbed
me, and I guess I rubbed him. We just couldn't
seem to get along. Nothing I could put my
finger on. . . . I guess we just rubbed each other
the wrong way."

Interviewer: "Rubbed the wrong way?"
Candidate: "We couldn't agree on anything. He

always insisted on the job being done his way.
He wouldn't allow for any other ideas."

Interviewer: "And so . . .?"
Candidate: "Well, you know how it is. It's a lot

easier to give orders than to take them. He was
sitting in the driver's seat, and he just didn't give
a damn about anybody else."

Interviewer: "So he rubbed you the wrong way?"
Candidate: "After a while of that kind of treat-

ment, I just got fed up and quit. I just won't
take that kind of stuff from anybody!"
Notice how the candidate uses the word "rubbed"

several times; while doing so he shifts uneasily
from one position to another in his chair. By re-
peating this word in context, the interviewer en-
courages the candidate to spell out further what he
means by "rubbed." Thus the picture painted at the
end of this conversation is a good deal clearer than
it was at the start.

The technique might be described as one of
association. To the stimulus of a word or phrase,
emotionally meaningful to him, the candidate
responds with further thoughts and feelings
which he associates with the word or phrase
and thus illuminates his original statement. But
if this aspect of the technique is to be effective,
its use requires care. Selecting tbe particular
word or phrase wbich will encourage the can-
didate to elaborate further, like any art, becomes
easier with practice.

If the candidate has associations which are
emotionally disturbing to him, he may freeze
up and not respond to any kind of probing. In
such a situation, silence can be used effectively
by the interviewer to encourage the candidate
to talk further. By saying nothing after the
candidate finishes talking, the interviewer indi-
cates he wishes to hear more. Few things can
be as oppressing as silence. Usually, the candi-
date says anything to break the silence, and the
first words he uses after such a pause can be
as meaningful as the silence itself. However,
use of extended silences is a drastic device,
which therefore should be applied sparingly as
a last resort.

Interpretation
The information which the interviewer ob-

tains must, of course, be skillfully interpreted
If it is to be useful, and it is that function which
I should like to turn to briefly now.

It is difficult to generalize about how to in-
terpret, but there is an important rule regarding
when. Rather than waiting until the end of the
interview, the interviewer will be most success-
ful if he interprets the candidate's material con-
tinuously as the interview unfolds. In this way
he can pinpoint the areas which he wishes to
focus attention on and probe them more deeply.

The indirect approach has been defined as a
search for consistent patterns of behavior and
feelings; tbe implication is that the interviewer
should not be a passive listener but a very active



one. One incident in the life of the candidate
may have little significance to the interviewer,
but a pattern pi similar incidents, even if they
took place under entirely different conditions,
can indicate a good deal about the candidate's
personality. For example:

A candidate says he left his previous job because
of a disagreement with his boss, whom he found to
be a very difficult man to work for. This, in itself,
is of minor sighificanee to the interviewer. How-
ever, this fact alerts the interviewer to explore the
candidate's relationships with bosses on former jobs,
with his teachers in school, and with his father,
because all these people were in a position of au-
thority over hint.

As a result, the interviewer discovers that the
candidate had boss trouble on previous jobs, that
he did poorly in school because he could never get
along with his teachers, and that he ran away from
home at the age of 16 because his domineering fa-
ther insisted onj regulating his life in every detail.
All these incidents taken together reveal a pattern
of rebellion against authority in any form on the
part of the candidate and a probable inability to ad-
just to any situation in which he would have to
take orders.

But one note of caution is necessary. The in-
terviewer should be careful to avoid the pitfall
of overinterpreitation. His assumption should be
that no one event in the candidate's history has
significance unless it can be related to other
similar instances. Only a well-defined pattern
of behavior offers a sound basis for evaluation.

Illustrative Case

Perhaps the best way to illustrate the indirect
interview method of selection is in terms of a
specific case like the following.

The job under consideration was that of pro-
duction foreman in a plant manufacturing a
high-price consjumer product. The requirements
were as follows:

Many of the production operations were still
in a developmerttal stage, and since the process in-
volved the use of high-speed automatic machinery,
a man with practical and theoretical experience in
technical matteifs was desirable. A basic engineer-
ing background kvas necessary, though a degree was
not essential. Actual production supervisory expe-
rience was also g requirement.

The company was growing rapidly, and super-
visors were allowed a good deal of freedom of ac-
tion. Thus it was most important to get a man with
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considerable growth potential, and with imagina-
tion, initiative, and ingenuity.

Among the many applicants was John Ray-
mond, a good-looking, husky young man of 29.
His record showed this information:

He had completed one year of engineering col-
lege and enlisted in the Marines, where he was
promoted to Master Sergeant. After discharge, he
had worked for three years as a production foreman
in a company manufacturing metal parts for the
automobile industry. For the previous three years,
he had been an automobile salesman, but he now
wanted to return to a supervisory job in industry.

He was married vvith two children.

Raymond came to the personnel office in an-
swer to an advertisement. He was first given
a preliminary interview by a screening inter-
viewer, who made a reference check by tele-
phone with his former employer. The metal-
parts firm gave Raymond a strong recommenda-
tion, praising his work as a foreman and saying
he would be rehired if there was an opening
and he reapplied.

Raymond was then given an appointment for
a regular interview. After an exchange of pleas-
antries, the interview got under way. The fol-
lowing is a verbatim transcript of the actual in
terview (names and places disguised):

Interviewer: "We've been in the habit of recording
our interviews on tape recorder so that we can
give you our full attention without taking notes.
Now, if you object in any way, we won't do it.
But it really does help us, and we erase the inter-
view after we go over the material."

Raymond: "I think that's fine. I never had it done
before, but there's always a first time; and since
it will help you, go right ahead."

Interviewer: "Well, thank you." [Turns on the
machine and studies Raymond's employment
application form until the recorder has warmed
up; then resumes.] "What makes you interested
in a position up here?"

Raymond: "Well, I was a production supervisor at
the Cathco Company, East Boston, and I liked
it. . . . I like that kind of work, and I have a
capacity for that kind of work. You can check
with them and find out, if you like. I left there
because I wanted to make more money. I could
not make it in that particular place due to the
way they operated, so I took a job selling auto-
mobiles, which I am doing at the present time.

"I do make a good living at it, but I don't like
it. It's not interesting enough, and you meet
people but you don't do things, and I do like
supervision and a place where I can work and
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try to develop like I did before. I had, oh, up to
IOO — more than ioo — people working for
me from time to time down there. They had —
as I told Mr. Hall yesterday — quite a turnover
of help down there, so that the payroll fluctuates
very greatly due to the nature of their business
witJi metal stamping, electroplating, and things
hke that. I don't know what this job is, I mean,
whether it's something I would fit into or not.

"As I say, all I sell is production supervision,
and that's the extent of what I do know about
this joh. If I knew a little bit more, perhaps I
could tell you a little hit more. I am not a clerk;
I am not an engineer. I have very good engineer-
ing ability with machinery and with methods. I
have done a study of work in that capacity be-
fore, but I worked on a different theory than the
engineering setup on it.

"I used to spend a lot of time on the job, learn-
ing how to do every job myself so that any job
which came up for me on the time study, I could
know it. And that's the way I operate, and
whether that's what you want or not, I don't
know . . . ."

Interviewer: "You say you left Cathco because of
the way they do business?"

To interpolate briefly, notice that the inter-
viewer's initial problem was to select, from Ray-
mond's outpouring, one area on which to focus.
Raymond's statement that he could not make
any more money "due to the way they operated"
seemed meaningful in spite of its vagueness.
The interviewer would have done better to re-
peat Raymond's actual words without waiting,
but the delay did not turn out to be serious.
It should be mentioned also that Raymond's
long monologue was encouraged by the inter-
viewer's frequent nods and general expression
of interest. To continue:

Raymond: "Well, uh, not because of the way they
do things, hut because of the methods they op-
erate under. I couldn't make any more money
there. I made — well, at the time it was ample
for me to get by. But there was no immediate
future in the business for me. In other words,
in the next i o years I couldn't see myself mak-
ing, perhaps — well, what might have amounted
to $100 per week, which was what their top
men were getting. And it was just a matter of
time; I would have gotten that. I know that, but
I wanted to see a little further ahead, and I
didn't hke the way they treated their help. That
was one thing I didn't like.

"Of course, that was neither here nor there.
That had to be done through the nature of the
business. They got orders that had to be sup-

plied immediately, and it took manpower to do
it. They couldn't carry the force when they
weren't working on orders."

Interviewer: "You say you didn't like the way they
treated their help?"

By asking this question, the interviewer hoped
to get at what Raymond felt to be good person-
nel policies. It is often easier to get the appli-
cant's true opinions by having him project them
into an external situation rather than by asking
for these ideas directly.

Raymond: "Well, because of that. In other words,
you couldn't give a man a steady employment.
It makes it kind of hard on the worker under
those conditions. Either he isn't satisfied with
his job and you can't make him happy, or the
extra work needs extra production. That is all,
I think. They paid the men well. Working con-
ditions were all right, but that does make kind
of a ticklish situation. As far as the people
themselves were concerned, they were wonder-
ful. They treated me fine."

Interviewer: "You felt their policies were quite
good then, actually?"

This is the summing-up type of question. By
stating a generalization such as this, the inter-
viewer hoped that Raymond would reveal more
of himself either by disagreeing or by qualifying
the generalization.

Raymond: "Yes, I mean their policies were all right,
due to the nature of their business. I mean,
after all, you work for a house. That's a diffi-
culty I have in working on the road. I'm a house
man. I always was, ever since I was a young
fellow first starting to work. And I work for a
house for their best interests, and I find it diffi-
cult to work by myself, as I am on the road where
I don't have goals — where I am working on
things to develop. I have a little difficulty in
expressing myself. That's part of it, I guess."

There are several areas of interest here —
an unusual use of the word house, an expression
of a personal limitation, a beginning of self-
evaluation. Already, the interviewer was begin-
ning to penetrate Raymond's defenses; the in-
terview was about to enter a "deeper" level. The
interviewer chose to pursue the subject of goals
further because that was the last thing Raymond
mentioned.

Interviewer: "You say you have difficulty in finding
goals when you work for yourself?"

Raymond: "Well, in other words selling automo-
biles. It's a little bit different than selling other



things. I ca^ sell a man on a new car that we
have. I happen to sell Ford automobiles, and
I work for aTgood house. I can go out, and I
know my pr(i)duct, and I can sell a man on the
product. I djon't like dickering with a man over
his old car. We have some customers that are
nice customers; you give them a fair price, and
they go along. But we also have the customers
who are going to dicker to every last dime, and
I don't like to dicker like that."

Interviewer: "What are these goals that you speak
about?"

Note that, in response to the first question
about "goals," Raymond gave no indication of
where his difficulties in this area lay. So the
interviewer persisted in his question, referring
again to Raymond's original statement. This
time he was mOre successful.

Raymond: "Well, ah, when I worked on production
before, I would have certain things that had to
be scheduled, had to be met — new methods
that I developed on the side myself. In other
words, if I saw that some particular operation
could be speeded up by doing something for it,
I was able td try to develop it. I put time and
efPort into developing different methods in or-
der to try and reduce costs, increase speed in
production, or something like that. This was
interesting tq me — I really liked it."

Interviewer: "Who set these goals?"
Raymond: "I set those for myself, actually. It's the

fact that I had something to work with there,
whereas in selling there's no tangible thing to
work on. In other words, in selling it's a matter
of going out and just contacting more people,
and talking tp more people. No development or
any real thought to it."

This exchange made it possible for the inter-
viewer to establish rather quickly the fact that
Raymond felt in trouble when he had to work
with intangibles in an ill-defined situation.

Interviewer: "Well, what about the intangibility of
working with people on jobs?"

Raymond: "That I've always done very well. As I
say, I'd be very happy to have you check with
Cathco on imy record there. There was very
little labor titouble; in fact, I had the smallest
amount of labor trouble with my department
of anybody in the place. I used to be able to do
things such as, with a strong union, getting
people to giv0 you a Uttle extra overtime on the
side, and thiiigs like that. It was practically un-
heard of in the place."

Note that here the interviewer went too far.
By introducing an idea which was his rather
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than Raymond's, he blocked further discussion.
Raymond froze up, erected his defenses, and
began to justify himself.

Since the interviewer saw no need to return
to the area of "goals," he changed the subject.
He began to explore the specific duties of Ray-
mond's job. In addition to providing the inter-
viewer with some essential data, this tack served
to relax Raymond because it was a subject with
which he was thoroughly familiar.

Interviewer: "What unions did they have?"
Raymond: "They had the CIO at the time I was

there. They have since changed to the AFL and
back again to the CIO; but the union doesn't
make any difference, as a matter of fact. Just
try to treat the people fairly, that's all. As long
as they give you a fair return and you try to
treat them square,, they will work for you."

Interviewer: "These were mostly men working for
you?"

Raymond: "No, mostly women."
Interviewer: "What kind of an operation was it

that you supervised?"
Raymond: "Well, first I ran the Ucense plate depart-

ment. Then I went over to the other department
where I ran packing, and I assisted on the plating
in the big shop and was responsible for expedit-
ing in the entire plant. If there was a certain
amount of work to be gotten out for the day,
I was responsible for the whole works right
through. I also did work as the supervisor of
the inspection department, so I knew all of the
operations, and I knew what to do and where
the bottlenecks were and how to get it out."

Interviewer: "How did you ever happen to get a
job like that?"

Raymond: "Well, I started in there for them before
the war and went in to work for them as a
stoek clerk. Then this job opened up with East-
ern Airlines where I went in just as a cleaner
of airplanes, and from that position I was trying
to get into the aircraft mechanics school. I
liked mechanics. But the war closed that down,
I went to work in the war plant. I worked there
as a stock boy for a couple of days, and then I
went on to setting dies and became an inspec-
tor. And from there I went into the service;
and when I got out of the service, I went back
to them."

Interviewer: "Which was that?"
Raymond: "Cathco Company."
Interviewer: "Ob, I see."
Raymond: "I've spent most of my time with them.

They found out that I was a house man, and
they made me the boss and a detective in the
plant. While they did that, I found a few cases
of sabotage during the war, which I turned over
to the FBI. Of course, they knew then how I
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operated and put me into the capacity of more
or less a detective. I was in charge of all the
clerks. I went to school. I went to Wentworth's
for a year to see if I could pick up a little some-
thing, but that didn't seem to increase my knowl-
edge. It didn't increase my ability any with
machinery.

"When I got back from there, I went back in
as a clerk and spent a few weeks at that, and
they just kept moving me right up. I never
stayed down."

Note that Raymond again referred to himself
as a house man and that he also volunteered
some surprising information about his job with
Cathco. The interviewer picked up this lead
quickly.

Interviewer: "This detective job, what did that
entail?"

Raymond: "Well, we were having a large amount
of stealing. In other words, the workers on piece
work were clipping. Whatever they could think
of, they would clip on. I was supposed to go out
and stop it. I used to work 24 hours a day trying
to do it. I had to cover 3 shifts, but I was able
to ease it down to a point where we were finally
able to get a control on it, so it actually stopped."

Interviewer: "Why did they happen to pick you?"
Raymond: "They knew I was trustworthy, and they

knew I had the ability to handle it. That's all."
Interviewer: "Did you enjoy doing that sort of

thing?"
Raymond: "I enjoy working for the house. It

doesn't make any difference what capacity I get.
When I'm doing something to better the com-
pany, that's what I enjoy doing. And if I can
do it through a job of that type — no, I'll an-
swer a little differently. I don't like a job of that
type. I mean, I think it's a sneaky job. I don't
like a sneaky job, but it had to be done. In
other words, I knew it was a temporary situation,
and somebody had to do it and it might as well
be me because I knew that at least I would try to
get it done the best way possible without having
labor trouble — we had to watch that, too."

Here Raymond had two entirely different re-
actions to the question about his attitude toward
detective work. The first response was probably
the more significant in revealing his true feel-
ings because it was his first thought when the
question was asked. The second contradictory
answer was offered after he thought the ques-
tion out a bit. Raymond probably felt that the
interviewer wanted to hear the second answer.

Interviewer: "When you got out of high school, you
went right to Norwich?"

Raymond: "Yes. When I got out of high school, 1
got a job with the First National and then I went
to college. I am not a student, never was. I
don't get very much out of a book. I'll admit it.
But I can do things otherwise, and it was proved
to me, in certain jobs, that I haven't actually
lost anything. Yet I have a common sense which
gets me by, where a lot of times, the fellow
with the book learning, he works as a clerk some
place. I found this all true."

Interviewer: "How did you happen to go to Nor-
wich?"

Raymond: "My brother went there, and I had an
uncle that went there before him. I liked mili-
tary life and, well, followed my brother."

Note that the interviewer constantly asked
Raymond why he did what he did. Raymond, in
response, constantly afforded new glimpses into
the motives for his behavior. He also furnished
fresh leads for the interviewer to follow up.

Interviewer: "How did you actually happen to leave
Norwich?"

Raymond: "Well, I wasn't doing too well, and I
thought that I would join the service. So I went
home, and my Dad wouldn't let me join at that
time because I wasn't old enough. And so he
told me to go to work for a little while, which
I did. After I had another birthday, he let me
go in. The war was on; I guess everybody wanted
to be in. While I was in the service — well, I
did a lot of things that all enlisted men do. They
do just about everything, but I worked into set-
ting up this special equipment. Link trainers,
gun instructors. And I was considered the best
installation man there was in the service, in the
Marine Corps. They had a man come in from
Honolulu on the third setup job I went on. He
had been in the service quite a number of years.
And this man was given his pick, and I took the
balance; and he installed one machine, and I
installed eleven in the same period of time."

Interviewer: "How did you like the Marine Corps?"
Raymond: "1 liked it fine. Fine. Oh, I mean, there

were days that weren't so hot, but there are days
no matter what you do that aren't so hot; but I
liked it. If I was a single man, I might still be
in the service. But I'm not. I've got a family,
which has got to be taken care of, and I can't
do it from long distance. . . ."

At this point, the interviewer felt that he had
enough material to evaluate Raymond's suita-
bility for the job. He then spent about three
or four minutes explaining the details of the
job and of company wage policy. At the close
of the interview, Raymond was told that there
were still a number of candidates to be inter-



viewed and that he would he notified of the
next step withiji a week.

The entire iiterview took a little less than 20
minutes.

Analysis of Case
From the considerable amount of information

which was disclosed by Raymond, certain re-
peated words, incidents, and motives come to-
gether to form a definite pattern. The following
statements takeki hy themselves would not neces-
sarily mean anything, but together they add up
to a definite picture of Raymond's personality:

(1) He liked:Working for a "house" with which
he could identify himself closely.

(2) He found it difficult to work hy himself
without definitely established goals; he did not like
intangibles. Hei disliked selling for this reason.

(3) At the Cathco Company he seemed to fol-
low authority \vithout question to the extent of
doing a distastef til job — that of company spy. He
explained his behavior on the ground that he "en-
joyed working for a house."

(4) His choice of a college was governed by a
"follow the brotlher" attitude and by the fact that
it was a military school.

(5) He wanted to enlist in the service before he
was 18, hut refrained because his father forbade it.

(6) He joined the Marines, the most regimented
of all the services — a completely arranged life.
He enjoyed this kind of ordered existence to the
extent of saying, "If I was a single man, I might
still be in the service."

The picture painted here seems to be one of a
man who finds it difficult to work in any situa-
tion that is not well defined and stable. Under
conditions where he can form a strong identi-
fication with the company, he follows the leader
with an almost blind, unquestioning loyalty.

Since the joh for which Raymond was being
considered had ill-defined limits and required a
man with vision, foresight, and imagination, it
seemed evident! that Raymond was not the man
to fill it. If he were hired, in all probability he
not only would have done a mediocre job, but
would have become unhappy doing it; he would
not have got the! kind of leadership and direction
that he seemed ;to need.

It needs to he emphasized that isolated inci-
dents or factors such as those referred to from
time to time in ;the transcript have little signifi-
cance in themselves other than as warning sig-
nals to the interviewer. They put him on notice
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to watch out for other related incidents that
may, tied together, form a consistent pattern.
Even then the interviewer certainly cannot say
the pattern proves beyond a doubt that the can-
didate will behave in a certain predictable way
under a given set of circumstances. However,
he can say that there is a probability that the
candidate will follow the pattern if similar con-
ditions arise in the future.

Contrast the wealth of information uncovered
by the interviewer using the indirect approach
with what he might have learned using more
conventional procedures. The interview might
have gone this way:

Interviewer: "Well, I see by your application that
you've had about three years' experience in pro-
duction. Is that right?"

Raymond: "Yes, sir, that's right."
Interviewer: "How mimy people did you supervise?"
Raymond: "About 100, men and women; but the

payroll fluctuated a lot because of the way they
did business."

Interviewer: "Oh, I see. We don't have much fluc-
tuation here. Business has been very good since
1949, so you won't have to worry about that I
suppose you had a good bit to do with processing
metals."

Raymond: "I did get to know a good deal about
stamping, polishing, forming, and electroplat-
ing. Do you have those operations here?"

Interviewer: "No. We do mostly paper processing.
We use special automatic machinery which we
had to design and build ourselves. How are you
with machinery?"

Raymond: "Pretty good, I'd say. Always had a tal-
ent for it since I was a kid. And I really had a
chance to use this ability in the Marines when
I was installing special training equipment. I
guess I was considered one of the best installation
men they had in the Corps at the time."

Interviewer: "Say, were you in the Marines? So
was I. What outfit were you with?"

It is hardly necessary to go any further to
demonstrate how little the interviewer actually
learns about the candidate with such an ap-
proach. It is difficult to see how he could have
uncovered any of Raymond's feelings about
being a "house" man, working without goals,
or all the other information that added up to a
consistent pattern of behavior.

Conclusion
In my experience with the indirect meth-

od, I have observed some interesting sidelights.
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Discussing the technique with colleagues, I have
encountered a good deal of hostility as well as
interest. This hostility takes the form of mild
horror that "the candidate is being stripped
naked in public." But does not this feeling
negate the prime objective of interviewing for
selection?

The basic principles of the indirect method
seem well suited to interviewing aimed at gather-
ing information in areas other than appraising
candidates. For example, fact finding in griev-
ance cases involving interpersonal relations and
the evaluation of junior executives for placement
or promotion are two areas where the indirect
method may be used advantageously.

Although any technique such as the indirect
approach to interviewing is difficult to evaluate
in objective terms, there is reason for confi-
dence. To cite one example, I was able to com-
pare my interview analyses of some 35 super-
visors with the results of a comprehensive bat-
tery of intelligence and projective personality
tests administered by a trained clinical psycholo-
gist. In only four cases had I failed to catch
certain important limitations, whereas in the
balance I had gathered — in a sixth of the time
and at less than a twentieth of the cost — much
of the same information as the tests provided,
and had gained a much stronger feeling for the
individual's personality.

In many cases, a candidate for a supervisory
position is interviewed by several executives.
In the discussions following these interviews,
I have been consistently able to support the
others' intuitive feelings and hunches with more
documented information. Follow-up reports on
the progress of new supervisors and junior ex-
ecutives have been most encouraging in the way
they have borne out my initial predictions.

The indirect interview approach is alone in
the way it offers a positive method for evaluating
personality. It is still in the developmental stage
as far as any formalized application is con-
cerned; it has the inevitable limitation of not
ever being complete or precise. But those re-
sponsible for selection of executive personnel can
bave more confidence in their appraisals because
they know that, rather than just depending on
intuition, they have also had the benefit of a solid
foundation of information.

Industrial psychology has been developing
such a large and complex body of knowledge
about managerial requirements and capabili-
ties that most companies have felt it wise to
leave more and more of the appraising of candi-
dates to the technicians. With use of the in-
direct interview, that trend may be reversed.
Executives can again take a personal part in
selecting their subordinates and replacements,
and feel their decisions will be sound.
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